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ABSTRACT
Weconstructasampleofextremelyredobjects(EROs)withintheUKIDSSUltraDeepSurvey
by combining the Early Data Release with optical data from the Subaru/XMM–Newton Deep
Field. We ﬁnd a total of 3715 objects over 2013 arcmin2 with R − K > 5.3 and K  20.3,
which is a higher surface density than found by previous studies. This is partly due to our
ability to use a small aperture in which to measure colours, but is also the result of a genuine
overdensityofobjectscomparedtootherﬁelds.Weseparateoursampleintopassivelyevolving
and dusty star-forming galaxies using their RJK colours and investigate their radio properties
using a deep radio map. The dusty population has a higher fraction of individually detected
radio sources and a higher mean radio ﬂux density among the undetected objects, but the
passive population has a higher fraction of bright radio sources, suggesting that active galactic
nuclei are more prevalent among the passive ERO population.
Key words: surveys – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: starbust – infrared: galaxies.
1 INTRODUCTION
Extremely red objects (EROs) are variously deﬁned on the basis of
an optical–near-infrared colour, usually R − K or I − K. These red
colours can be due either to an evolved, passive stellar population
at z  1, or the presence of large quantities of dust associated with
starburst activity (although edge-on discs may also contribute sig-
niﬁcantly; Yan & Thompson 2003). While the former population
reveals the stellar mass already assembled in galaxies as a result of
star formation at early cosmic times, the latter population reveals
thestarformationat z ∼1which,duetoitsdust-enshroudednature,
maybemissedbyothersurveys.Asthesetwopopulationsrepresent
very different routes to the creation of present-day galaxies, there
is a clear desire to reliably separate them and use them as tests of
galaxy formation models.
 E-mail: cjs@astro.livjm.ac.uk
ExistingsamplesofEROs(forwhichweadoptthemostcommon
deﬁnition of R − K > 5.3) have been relatively small (typically no
morethanabout100objects),duetothedifﬁcultyinobtainingnear-
infrared imaging data with the necessary depth and areal coverage
(e.g. Daddi et al. 2000; Smail et al. 2002; Moustakas et al. 2004;
Georgakakis et al. 2006). The arrival of infrared cameras with large
ﬁelds of view, such as the Wide Field Infrared Camera (WFCAM;
Casali et al., in preparation), has largely eliminated this problem,
allowingsamplesofEROstobeconstructedwhicharelargeenough
to permit further separation by magnitude, colour, and other prop-
erties. Furthermore, by locating infrared surveys in well-observed
patches of sky, it becomes possible to study the multiwavelength
properties of EROs and learn more about their nature.
In this Letter, we combine near-infrared data from the UKIDSS
Ultra Deep Survey Early Data Release (UDS EDR) (Dye 2006;
Lawrence 2006) with optical data from the Subaru/XMM–Newton
Deep Field (SXDF; Furusawa et al., in preparation) survey to con-
struct a sample of EROs to faint magnitudes (K > 20) over an area
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 L22 C. Simpson et al.
larger than half a square degree. The Ultra Deep Survey will even-
tually cover 0.8 deg2 to 5σ point source limits of J = 25.0, H =
24.0 and K = 23.0 and has been sited in the SXDF because of the
excellent deep multiwavelength data in this region. We determine
photometric redshifts for all objects and separate them into dusty
star-forming and passively evolving galaxies on the basis of their
RJK colours. We use deep radio data to determine the typical ra-
dio ﬂux densities and star formation rates as a function of colour
and magnitude. A more detailed analysis, including clustering and
X-rayproperties,willbeundertakenaftertheUKIDSSDR1release,
which is expected to be a magnitude deeper than the present data,
and will provide more reliable photometry. All magnitudes in this
paper are on the Vega system. The SXDF catalogue is calibrated on
the AB system, and we use the conversion RVega = RAB − 0.219
(H.Furusawa,privatecommunication).Weadoptacosmologywith
H 0 = 70kms−1 Mpc−1 and  m ≡ 1 −    = 0.3.
2 THE ERO SAMPLE
We start with the improved version of the UDS EDR K-band cata-
logue produced by Foucaud et al. (2006), and determine the com-
pleteness for galaxies as a function of K-band magnitude. Galaxies
with K ≈ 20 have a median full width at half maximum FWHM =
1.2 arcsec, and so we added objects of this size to the K-band WF-
CAM images and measured the fraction that were recovered by the
extractionprocess.The50percentcompletenesslimitvariesslightly
between detectors, but averages to K = 20.3. We therefore elimi-
nated all objects from the catalogue of Foucaud et al. (2006) with
(total) magnitudes fainter than this limit before proceeding further.
Our magnitude limit is brighter than that of Foucaud et al. because
they calculate the completeness for unresolved sources. The optical
data reach R ≈ < 26.7 (5σ, φ2 arcsec).
2.1 Optical–infrared matching
In order to facilitate matching of the near-infrared catalogue with
objects in the optical imaging, objects in various regions of sky
were next removed from the K  20.3 catalogue. Only the central
region of the UDS image, with uniform noise, was included in the
matchingprocess.ObjectswereeliminatedwhoseUDScoordinates
placed them outside the optical imaging region, or within 2 arcsec
of the edge, to ensure that the photometric aperture of any optical
match was entirely within the image. Finally, objects which lay
within the halo or CCD bleed of a bright star were removed from
the catalogue. The remaining effective area is 2013 arcmin2.
The UDS catalogue was ﬁrst matched to the catalogues of Furu-
sawa et al. (in preparation), with the closest match within 1 arcsec
beingused.However,visualinspectionoftheunmatchedobjectsre-
vealedthatmanypairsofobjectsremainblendedintheopticalcata-
logues,sotheUDScataloguewasinsteadmatchedtothecatalogues
produced by Simpson et al. (2006) with a more severe deblending
threshold. The i -band catalogue was used ﬁrst (as the i-band data
are the deepest), followed by the z , R, and B-band catalogues. This
reduced the number of unmatched objects by about half, to 426.
These were all inspected by eye, and the vast majority (301) were
discovered to be artifacts such as cross-talk, satellite trails, or array
defects not removed in the reduction process (see Dye 2006). These
weredeletedfromthecatalogueandnotconsideredfurther.Mostof
the remaining 125 sources are still blended in the optical catalogue,
althoughsomelackanyopticalcounterpart.Opticalphotometrywas
determinedfortheseobjectsdirectlyfromtheSuprime-Camimages
using the UDS catalogue coordinates. A total of 443 objects have
Figure 1. Plot ofr −2 (Kron 1980) against J − K colour for all objects with
K < 20.3. The solid line shows the criterion used to separate stars from
galaxies.
measured R-band aperture magnitudes fainter than the 5σ limit of
the optical data.
In what follows, colours are measured in a 2-arcsec aper-
ture, while magnitudes are total magnitudes from SEXTRACTOR’s
MAG AUTO parameter (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). The K-band image
has a narrower point spread function (psf) than the other images
(FWHM = 0.69 arcsec, compared to 0.81 arcsec), and we address
this point below.
2.2 Star–galaxy separation
WeclassifyobjectsasstarsorgalaxiesbythesamemethodasSimp-
son & Rawlings (2002), using a combination of J − K colour and
Kron (1980) radius, r −2. There is a clear bimodality in this plot
(Fig. 1) because galaxies rapidly become redder than stars with in-
creasingredshift,whilethosewithsimilarcolourstostarsarenearby
and hence clearly extended. While there was a clear separation be-
tween the two groups in the small sample of Simpson & Rawlings
(2002), the much larger number of objects in the UDS EDR means
that many are scattered into ‘no man’s land’, and we determine the
locus of the minimum surface density of objects in Fig. 1 as our
separation criterion. All objects with r −2 < 0.41 − 0.1(J − K) are
classiﬁedasstars.However,thecombinationofdepthandareainthe
UDS will result in the detection of a number of very late-type stars
withextremelyredJ −K colours,andthesewillnotbeexcludedby
this single criterion. We therefore also classify as stars any objects
with r −2 < 0.3 and K < 19.5 (morphological classiﬁcation is not
possible fainter than this).
Our galaxy sample will suffer contamination from L dwarf stars,
which have J − K > 1 (e.g. Hewett et al. 2006). Objects with
J − K > 1.3 and K > 19.5 will be classiﬁed as galaxies, and
these red colours are possessed by stars of spectral types L1–L8
(table 9 of Knapp et al. 2004), whose surface density to K < 14.5 is
0.038 deg−2 (Reid et al. 1999). If these are isotropically distributed
on the sky (so the number expected is proportional to the Euclidian
volume sampled), we expect ∼60 objects with K  20.3 in our
survey area. These are therefore a small contaminant.
2.3 Number counts
To construct our ERO sample, we ﬁrst investigate the effect of the
superiorK-bandimagequalitybyGaussian-smoothingobjectswith
C   2006 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2006 RAS, MNRAS 373, L21–L25
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Figure2. DifferentialsourcecountsforobjectsintheSXDF/UDScompared
to a selection of results from the literature.
R − K >5.3tothesameFWHMastheotherimagesandmeasuring
the ﬂux loss in a 2-arcsec aperture. We ﬁnd a median reduction
in brightness of 0.04 mag, and apply this reduction to all K-band
magnitudesintheUDSEDRcataloguebeforeconstructingourERO
sample. In total we ﬁnd 3715 (5128; 1464) objects with R − K >
5.3 (R − K > 5; R − K > 6).
In Fig. 2 we compare our galaxy and ERO number counts with
determinations from the literature. Our total galaxy number counts
agree very well, except at the brightest magnitudes where there is
a slight deﬁcit due to the fact that we have excluded regions with
veryextendedgalaxiesfromouranalysis.OurEROcountsare,how-
ever, ∼60 per cent higher than those of Daddi et al. (2000). This
could be due in part to the different R-band ﬁlters used in these
studies, as Daddi et al.’s ﬁlter has a long red tail with its 10 per
cent point at 8200 Å, while the Suprime-Cam ﬁlter has a sharper
long-wavelength cut-off with a 10 per cent transmission point at
7200 Å. Consequently, objects with a pronounced (4000-Å) break
between these two wavelengths will appear fainter in the Suprime-
Cam images, and hence redder in R − K. However, we note that
we also ﬁnd a much larger surface density of R − K > 5.3 objects
than did Smail et al. (2002), who used the same instrument/ﬁlter
combination for their optical imaging. This may be partly due to
the small aperture we use to determine colours, since contamina-
tion from nearby objects (which is obviously more likely for larger
apertures) will almost certainly make the aperture colour bluer. We
ﬁndthatthenumberofEROsisdecreasedby15–20percent(witha
larger reduction for redder objects) if we use the colours measured
in a 4-arcsec aperture. Finally, we note that our surface density is
similar to that of Miyazaki et al. (2003) who studied a small region
within the SXDF, suggesting that this region is overdense at z ∼ 1.
For objects as clustered as EROs (r 0 ≈ 12 Mpc; Daddi et al. 2001),
the effect of cosmic variance can be large, and we estimate σ v ∼
0.2 using the prescription of Somerville et al. (2004). We stress that
the depth of the R-band data (the 3σ limit in a 2-arcsec aperture is
R ≈ 27.4; Furusawa et al., in preparation) means that photometric
errors will not scatter a signiﬁcant number of the more numerous
bluer objects into the ERO class.
3 NATURE OF THE ERO POPULATION
Although the ERO population is composed of both passively evolv-
ingredgalaxiesanddustystarburstgalaxies,theredoesnotappearto
beabimodalityinanyphotometricpropertywhichallowsthesetwo
classes to be readily separated. Pozzetti & Mannucci (2000) used
J-band photometry to attempt to separate the classes as heavily-
reddened objects will not show the pronounced 4000-Å break ap-
parent in the spectra of old galaxies, and hence will have bluer R −
J and redder J − K colours. Smail et al. (2002) used a more sophis-
ticated method of spectral template ﬁtting with the code HYPERZ
(Bolzonella, Miralles & Pell´ o 2000) and classiﬁed objects accord-
ing to whether the best-ﬁtting model had a low or high extinction,
ﬁndingthatthisproducedbroadlythesameclassiﬁcationasthesim-
pler method. Both methods rely on the accuracy of the photometry
around λrest ∼ 4000 Å, and our ability to classify EROs is therefore
limited by the quality of the J-band photometry. Because the divid-
ing line between the two classes of object is at J − K ≈ 2 and the
J-band photometry limit is J = 21.6 (5σ, φ2 arcsec), a classiﬁca-
tion is likely to be reliable only for the 1922 EROs with K  19.5
and we do not believe a sophisticated analysis is warranted by the
presentnear-infrareddataquality.WethereforeopttousePozzetti&
Mannucci’s(2000)simpleRJK colourcriteriontoseparateoursam-
ple into passive and dusty galaxies. We ﬁnd that 62 per cent of K 
19.5 EROs are classiﬁed as passively evolving, although this frac-
tion increases when a redder colour cut is used, rising to 73 per cent
(77percent)ofobjectswith R − K >6(R − K >6.5).Thesefrac-
tions are broadly consistent with, although perhaps slightly larger
than, those determined from previous studies.
We have computed photometric redshifts for all members of our
EROsample,inorderthatwecanderivephysicalquantitiesfromob-
served ﬂuxes, by ﬁtting synthetic galaxy templates to the BVRi z JK
photometry, plus the two short-wavelength IRAC bands (from the
SWIRE survey of Lonsdale et al. 2003) where available, using a
modiﬁed version of the HYPERZ code (see Cirasuolo et al. 2006,
for a detailed description). We show the results of this analysis by
plotting the distribution for various subsamples in Fig. 3. Objects
whose best template ﬁts have χ2 > 20.09 (corresponding to an
unacceptable ﬁt at 99 per cent conﬁdence) are not plotted.
Fig. 3 also reveals the predictable results that the reddest ob-
jects are typically at higher redshift, as are the faintest objects. The
redshift distribution for passive galaxies also appears to be slightly
narrower and more strongly peaked than that for dusty ones. This
is due to the passage of the 4000-Å break through the ﬁlters, as
galaxies will only be red in R − K if the break is beyond the blue
end of the R ﬁlter, while the Pozzetti & Mannucci (2000) criterion
breaks down at z > 2 and classiﬁes all EROs as dusty. We caution
against a more detailed analysis of the different N(z) distributions
given the signiﬁcant difference between the photometric accuracy
of the optical and near-infrared data, even for EROs. The deeper JK
data from UKIDSS DR1 will provide better photometry, and hence
amorereliablephotometricanalysis,forthepresentsample,aswell
as allowing a basic study of the fainter (K ∼ 21) ERO population.
4 RADIO PROPERTIES
Simpson et al. (2006) have presented a 1.4-GHz radio image of the
SXDFtakenwiththeNRAOVeryLargeArraywhichreachesanrms
noise level of 12 μJy beam−1 in the central regions. At the median
redshift of our sample, z ≈ 1.3, a star formation rate (SFR) for M >
5M  starsof10M  yr−1 producesaﬂuxdensityof5μJy(Condon
1992). Although this is obviously below the detection threshold for
any individual source, we can make statistical detections of rela-
tively modest SFRs in samples of 100 objects as the 5 × 4 arcsec2
beam will encompass all radio emission from the host galaxy. We
C   2006 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2006 RAS, MNRAS 373, L21–L25
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Figure 3. Histograms of the distribution of photometric redshifts, zphot, for
subsamples of EROs. In each plot, the solid lines show the distribution of
bright (K 19.5) EROs, while the dashed line show the distribution of faint
(K > 19.5) objects. The numbers by the line-colour key indicate the total
number of bright and faint objects in each class, respectively.
note that starburst galaxies will be unresolved at the resolution of
this radio image.
We study the mean radio properties of our sample in two ways.
First, we produce small postage stamps from the radio map of
Simpson et al. (2006) at our objects’ positions and sum these af-
ter weighting each by the inverse of the pixel noise variance at its
position. We exclude all objects where any of the nine pixels (the
scale is 1.25 arcsec pixel−1) in the radio image closest to the source
position has a signal-to-noise ratio in excess of 3, so that the mean
Table 1. Average radio ﬂux densities of ERO subsamples, determined from Gaussian ﬁtting to the variance-weighted images (the ‘stacking’ method; see text).
For each magnitude- and colour-selected subsample, the median photometric redshift is shown (only considering objects with χ2 < 20.09), together with the
number of objects stacked and the number rejected from the stacking analysis due to being individually detected. The mean radio ﬂux density and star formation
rate (for stars with M > 5M ), adopting the median photometric redshift for the subsample, are also shown.
Colour Magnitude ‘Passive’ EROs ‘Dusty’ EROs
threshold range zphot N stack N rej S1.4 SFR zphot N stack N rej S1.4 SFR
(μJy) (M  yr−1)( μJy) (M  yr−1)
K  18.5 1.05 220 54 6.7 ± 1.3 8.5 ± 1.7 0.96 109 55 15.0 ± 1.0 15.3 ± 1.0
R − K > 5.3 18.5 < K  19.5 1.20 819 104 4.2 ± 0.6 7.2 ± 1.1 1.25 463 98 10.3 ± 0.5 19.7 ± 0.9
19.5 < K  20.3 1.37 832 78 3.4 ± 0.4 8.1 ± 0.9 1.46 800 83 5.3 ± 0.7 14.5 ± 2.0
K  18.5 1.24 64 12 9.4 ± 1.7 17.6 ± 3.1 1.18 14 8 11.7 ± 1.9 19.5 ± 3.2
R − K > 6.0 18.5 < K  19.5 1.36 351 55 5.3 ± 0.4 12.3 ± 0.9 1.32 131 29 9.4 ± 0.7 19.9 ± 1.5
19.5 < K  20.3 1.44 414 34 3.1 ± 0.6 8.2 ± 1.5 1.60 321 31 4.4 ± 1.2 15.0 ± 4.0
K  18.5 1.35 19 2 12.1 ± 2.0 27.7 ± 4.6 1.53 6 1 10.5 ± 4.8a 32.3 ± 14.7
R − K > 6.5 18.5 < K  19.5 1.47 131 25 5.8 ± 0.7 16.3 ± 1.9 1.68 40 7 10.2 ± 2.0 39.2 ± 7.6
19.5 < K  20.3 1.64 177 16 3.4 ± 0.8 12.2 ± 2.7 1.81 124 10 4.8 ± 1.2 21.6 ± 5.5
aEllipse parameters ﬁxed during ﬁt due to high noise.
is not biased by a few objects associated with bright radio sources.
We then ﬁt an elliptical Gaussian proﬁle to this stacked image using
Ivan Busko’s N2GAUSSFIT task in IRAF, and calculating the ﬂux den-
sity from the ﬁt using the prescription of Condon (1997). For the
second method, we construct a histogram of pixel values from the
radio map at the positions of objects in our sample, and ﬁt a Gaus-
sian to the pixels after they have been iteratively sigma-clipped to
exclude values more than two standard deviations from the mean,
thus automatically removing bright outliers. We refer to these two
methods as the stacking and histogram methods, respectively. Be-
cause the histogram method ﬁts a Gaussian to the convolution of
true source ﬂuxes with the near-Gaussian pixel noise distribution, it
is most reliable if the source ﬂux density distribution is either itself
Gaussian,orhasadispersionmuchlessthanthatoftheoverallpixel
noise. We prefer to use the image stacking method to derive mean
radio ﬂux densities, but conﬁrm that the results from the histogram
method are consistent in all cases.
To determine the likelihood of spurious detections in our image
stacks,weranMonteCarlotestsbyproducing1000listsofbetween
100 and 1000 sources each located at random positions within the
unmasked region of the SXDF/UDS images. The mean ﬂux density
at the positions in each list was then calculated by both the stack-
ing and histogram methods. Because the stacked radio images are
essentially signal-free, the Gaussian ﬁtting technique was highly
unstable and instead we measured the signal in a 5 × 5 pixel box
in the centre of the image and corrected this for the 20 per cent ﬂux
lossexpectedforthebeamsize.Bothmethodsproducedameanﬂux
density of −0.2μJy, and we have therefore corrected our measured
ﬂux densities for this offset. The standard deviations on the mean
for a sample of 100 sources were 0.9 and 2.1 μJy for the stacking
and histogram methods, respectively, and reduced with sample size
N approximately as N−1/2.
Table1showstheresultsofthestackinganalysisfor18EROsub-
samples (separated by magnitude, colour and classiﬁcation), while
Fig.4showsthestackingandhistogramanalysesforonesubsample,
indicating the reality of the statistical detection. From our analysis,
galaxies classiﬁed as ‘dusty’ typically have twice the mean radio
ﬂux density of ‘passive’ galaxies, and the fraction of individually
detectedobjectsisabouttwiceashigh(exceptinthefaintestmagni-
tude bin, where we have argued that the classiﬁcation is unreliable).
Smail et al. (2002) also ﬁnd that most EROs with ﬂux densities of
a few tens of μJy are dusty. However, while a smaller fraction of
C   2006 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2006 RAS, MNRAS 373, L21–L25
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Figure4. RadiopropertiesofEROswith18.5< K 19.5, R − K >6,and
classiﬁed as ‘passive’. The histogram shows the radio image pixel values at
the locations of the sample objects (thick line), compared to the pixel values
of the 2013 arcmin2 over which EROs were selected (thin line). The inset
shows the results of the image stacking, after rejecting individually detected
sources. A clear positive signal can be seen in both analyses.
passive galaxies are detected individually, those that are tend to be
brighter: in the 18.5 < K  19.5 bin, 28 (13) of 104 individually
detected passive EROs have S1.4 > 100μJy (S1.4 > 300μJy), while
only 10 (four) of 98 dusty EROs are as bright (for reference, the
Fanaroff & Riley (1974) break is at S1.4 ≈ 6 mJy at z = 1.3). This
suggests that a few per cent of the passive ERO population may be
activegalaxies(cf.Alexanderetal.2002),althoughsuchobjectscan
also be found in the dusty population (e.g. EDXS N2 21; Willott
et al. 2003). Among the dusty population, we ﬁnd that the SFR is
uncorrelated with magnitude, but may be correlated with colour.
Our mean radio ﬂux densities are consistent with those deter-
mined by Georgakakis et al. (2006), although our larger sample
size produces much smaller uncertainties. We ﬁnd that dusty galax-
ies typically have about twice the 1.4-GHz ﬂux density of passive
galaxies with the same colours and magnitudes, and hence have
about twice the star formation rate because the median redshifts of
identically selected passive and dusty EROs are similar (in comput-
ing the median redshifts for our subsamples, we ignore cases where
the best-ﬁtting photometric redshift has χ2 > 20.09). However, the
true difference in star formation rates is likely to be larger than this
because the individually detected dusty objects are likely to be the
high end of a broad distribution of star formation rates whereas the
individually detected passive objects are likely to be active galactic
nuclei. As a ﬁnal point, we note that the sample of 5834 non-ERO
galaxies with 18.5 < K  19.5 and R − K  5.3 has 440 objects
detected at >3σ signiﬁcance, while the remaining sources have a
mean ﬂux density of S1.4 = 5.3 ± 0.2μJy, consistent with the value
derived for the passive ERO population in this magnitude range.
5 SUMMARY
Wehavedescribedtheconstructionofasampleofextremelyredob-
jects (EROs) within the Subaru/XMM–Newton Deep Field (SXDF)
and UKIDSS Ultra Deep Survey (UDS) which is much larger than
previous samples. We have measured a higher surface density than
found in other ﬁelds, but comparable to that measured in a small
sub-regionofourﬁeld,suggestingtheSXDFsamplesacosmicover-
density at z ∼ 1. After using RJK colours to separate the sample
into passively evolving (62 per cent of EROs with K  19.5) and
dustystar-forminggalaxies,wehaveusedadeepradiomaptostudy
the radio properties of these two populations. Both populations are
detectedathighsigniﬁcanceinastackedradioimage,withthedusty
samplehavingameanﬂuxdensity(andderivedmeanstarformation
rate) equal to approximately twice that of the passive sample. The
mean radio ﬂux density of the passive sample is consistent with that
of non-ERO galaxies with the same magnitudes.
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